18-19 BAYVIEW COURT,Bahamia
Price: $875,000
Address: 18-19 BAYVIEW COURT,Bahamia
City: Grand Bahama/Freeport
MLS#: 43336
Lot Size: 32,200 sq. ft.
Listing No: R44
Beds: 4
Baths: 4
Living Area: 6,200 sq. ft.
Year Built: n/a

Property Details
Stunning canal front 6,200 sq. ft. estate on 3/4 acre waterfront lot made up of a main home and a detached
guest studio. As you enter the main home, you are greeted with pure elegance complimented by high ceilings
ranging from 9-14 feet and lots of natural light. There are 3 bedrooms, 2.5 bathrooms, a large closed in
Bahama room that has amazing water views and a kitchen overlooking the dining and bar lounge area. This
home is built to entertain both indoors and outdoors. Outdoors has a gazebo over the canal that has a dining
area and outdoor kitchen. Indoors has a bar and billiards table. The guest studio is detached from the main
home and has a nice lanai leading you to the pool area. Other fine amenities found in this home include oversized infinity T-Shaped lap pool, backup generator, lawn sprinkler system, 3 car garage, boat dockage, billiards
lounge and large lush gardens completely walled in.

Agent Details
Grand Bahama Office

(242) 351-6445
gbinfo@moskorealty.com

The Bahamas Real Estate Association is not responsible for the accuracy of the information
listed above. The data relating to the real estate for sale or lease on this website comes in part
from the Internet Data Exchange Program (IDX) and the Bahamas MLS, and is provided here for
consumer’s personal, non-commercial use. It may not be used for any purpose other than to
identify prospective properties consumers may be interested in purchasing or leasing. Real
Estate listings held in brokerage ﬁrms other than the oﬃce owning this website are marked with the IDX logo on
the short inquiry. Data provided is deemed reliable but not guaranteed. This information is protected by
copyright and all rights reserved. This property is shown courtesy of The Bahamas MLS.
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